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Abstract: With the launches of HY-2B, HY-2C and HY-2D, the National Satellite Ocean Application
Service (NSOAS) successfully established the first batch of HY-2 constellation on 19 May 2021,
dedicated to detecting the marine dynamic environment. While the validation and calibration of
HY-2 series satellites have been well studied, using both in situ and cross-track measurements, further
evaluation is required of HY-2 series satellites mapping capability on mesoscale eddies. In this study,
we conducted two groups of pseudo-observations obtained by ocean models output at positions
and times of the satellite along ground tracks. The two altimetry satellite combinations are the
Jason-3+Sentinel-3A/B configuration (reference group) and the Jason-3+Sentinel-3A/B+HY-2B/C/D
configuration (evaluation group). Three regions at different latitudes were selected as the study areas.
Then, we gridded the satellite along ground tracks into synthetic SSH products for each satellite
configuration group. Finally, the attributes of mesoscale eddies extracted from gridded products
were analyzed to evaluate the mapping capability of HY-2 series satellites. Our results suggest that
the gridded products of evaluation groups are more similar to model data compared to reference
groups, with a maximum difference reduced by 23%. In terms of eddy identification, the evaluation
groups using HY-2 series satellites can alleviate eddy incorrect estimation and add more details to
the spatial distribution of eddy radius and amplitude. Additionally, the evaluation groups displayed
better performance in mesoscale eddy detection, with a maximum enhancement of 14% and 16% in
eddy recognition rate and accuracy.

Keywords: HY-2 series satellites; mesoscale eddy; sea surface height; optimal interpolation

1. Introduction

Satellite altimetry is an unprecedented observing system for a large number of appli-
cations that arose in the 1970s [1,2]. It allows sea surface height (SSH) to be systematically
identified on a global scale for the first time [3,4]. While a satellite measures SSH along
ground tracks, it produces 6–7 km along-track sampling but leaves 200–300 km cross-track
gaps [5]. In the case of multiple satellites in orbit, data from different altimeter satellites
can be fused by an optimal interpolation (OI) analysis [6]. The synthetic product of two
satellites can achieve a spatial resolution of 150 km [7]. While a good representation of
mesoscale variability requires at least two altimeter satellites [8,9], near-real-time studies
require more than three to four satellites [10,11].

Thus, in order to satisfy the requirement of having at least two altimeter satellites
work in orbit simultaneously, a series of altimeter missions have been implemented. Since
the launch of the first high-precision altimetry satellite (Topex/Poseidon) in 1992 [12],
the National Satellite Ocean Application Service (NSOAS) also launched HY-2 series
satellites and constructed the first batch of HY-2 constellation dedicated to the ocean
dynamic environment on 19 May 2021 [13]. The first batch of HY-2 constellation consists of
HY-2B [14], HY-2C [15] and HY-2D [13], integrating active and passive microwave sensors
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to acquire oceanic environmental information [16]. These altimetry satellites are roughly
equipped with similar detection devices but operate in different orbits, with HY-2B in a sun-
synchronous orbit but HY-2C/D operating in ±66◦ inclined orbits [17]. This orbital design
permits oceanic and polar observations and facilitates in-orbit calibration and validation,
making HY-2 an independent, controllable and highly detectable satellite constellation [18].

However, studies of HY-2 series satellites have mainly focused on the precise orbit
determination and data quality on radar altimeters [19,20], and the oceanic observations for
single, dual satellites or in combination with other satellites [21–23], lacking an evaluation
of the ocean phenomena of HY-2 constellation. Mesoscale eddies [4] are typical mesoscale
phenomena that exist almost everywhere in the ocean [24]. They can trap and transport
water with heat, mass and energy, playing an essential role in multiple ocean processes [25,26].
Thus, the analysis of the detection performance on mesoscale eddies could provide a
potential approach to evaluating HY-2 series satellites.

In this paper, we selected three oceanic regions at different latitudes as interest regions
and constructed pseudo-observations based on the geographical and temporal positions
of altimetry satellite along ground tracks, using the outputs from the HYCOM model.
Two altimetry satellite combinations were selected, namely, the reference group in the
Jason-3+Sentinel-3A/B configuration and the evaluation group in the Jason-3+Sentinel-
3A/B+HY-2B/C/D configuration. After generating synthetic SSH maps by an OI proce-
dure, we applied the eddy identification algorithm to the original model outputs and the
gridded products and then compared the eddy fields characteristics. The remainder of this
paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the materials and methods used in the
paper. In Section 3, the improvement of HY-2 series satellites on along-track coverage and
synthetic gridded products is assessed, and the impact of HY-2 series satellites on the eddy
identification capability is examined. Section 4 is a discussion, in which eddy identification
in models and gridded products are presented. Section 5 is the conclusions.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Materials
2.1.1. Along-Track Altimeter Data

To assess the performance of HY-2 series satellites, we set the Jason-3+Sentinel-3A/B
configuration as a reference group and the Jason-3+Sentinel-3A/B+HY-2B/C/D configura-
tion as an evaluation group for comparison. It is worth noting that several satellites were
not chosen because Cryosat-2 is designed for cryosphere sounding [27], SARAL/AltiKa
is in the drifting orbit and is about to retire [28], and Sentinel-6 had just been launched
without data distribution at the time of our experiment [29].

The HY-2B, HY-2C and HY-2D, oceanic dynamic environment series satellites
of China are handled by the National Satellite Ocean Application Service (NSOAS,
https://osdds.nsoas.org.cn/ (accessed on 18 February 2022)). Jason-3 [30] is a cooperative
satellite launched by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA);
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA); Center National d’Etudes Spa-
tiales (CNES); and the European Organization for Exploitation of Meteorological Satel-
lites (EUMETSAT), with data distribution obtained by the Copernicus Marine and En-
vironment Monitoring Service (CMEMS, https://marine.copernicus.eu/ (accessed on
18 February 2022)). Sentinel-3A/B [31] are joint missions conducted by the European Space
Agency (ESA) and EUMETSAT, which are distributed by CMEMS. The main characteristics
of each mission are summarized in Table 1.

https://osdds.nsoas.org.cn/
https://marine.copernicus.eu/
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Table 1. Altimetry satellite information of HY-2B/C/D, Jason-3 and Sentinel-3A/B.

Satellite Agency Launch Inclination Sun-
Synchronous Waveband Repetitive

HY-2B NSOAS 2018.10 99.3◦ Yes Ku/C 14day
HY-2C NSOAS 2020.09 66◦ No Ku 10day
HY-2D NSOAS 2021.05 66◦ No Ku 10day

Jason-3 NOAA&NASA&
CNES&EUMETSAT 2016.01 66◦ No Ku/C 10day

Sentinel-3A NOAA&NASA 2016.02 98.6◦ Yes Ku/C 27 day
Sentinel-3B NOAA&NASA 2018.04 98.6◦ Yes Ku/C 27 day

2.1.2. Ocean Model Data

The hybrid coordinate ocean model (HYCOM, https://www.hycom.org/ (accessed
on 8 November 2021)) was used as the ground truth for satellite sampling [32]. It is a hy-
brid coordinate ocean model with vertical coordinates that remain at equal density in the
open stratified ocean. In this paper, we used HYCOM/NCODA global 1/12◦ reanaly-
sis data (GLBy0.08 expt_93.0), the dataset with a horizontal resolution of 0.04◦ × 0.08◦

(latitude × longitude). In order to unify the resolution, we resampled it to 0.08◦ × 0.08◦.
Since we were studying the orbital characteristics of the satellite constellation rather than
their detection precision, we used perfect observation [1] here during the satellites simula-
tion sampling process. The perfect observation means that no observation error is added to
the pseudo-observation.

2.1.3. DUACS DT2018 Data

To test the accuracy of our interpolation algorithm, we compared the interpolated data
with the most popular gridded altimetric product. At present, the best altimetric data are
the Data Unification and Altimeter Combination System (DUACS) product, which was
developed by Collect Localization Satellites (CLS) with the support of CNES and distributed
by CMEMS (https://marine.copernicus.eu/ (accessed on 8 November 2021)) [26]. The
newly released DUACS DT2018 product provides interpolated global sea level anomaly
(SLA) maps from 1993 to 2017 with a resolution of 1/4◦ × 1/4◦ [2].

2.2. Methods
2.2.1. Experimental Design

In order to analyze the effect of HY-2 series satellites to detect mesoscale phenomena,
we selected three 12◦ × 12◦ boxes for our study areas: the north Atlantic at high latitudes,
the northwest Pacific at middle latitudes and the north Indian Ocean at low latitudes. It is
worth noting that we set the latitude coverage of high latitudes to 52–60◦, which was limited
by the maximum latitude coverage of HY-2C and Jason-3 orbits. The selection scheme of
the regions is a balance of the East–West and North–South hemispheres, involving coverage
at different latitudes and ranging from areas of intense sea surface variability to areas of
gentle sea surface variability.

The workflow of the experiment is shown in Figure 1. For each region, we performed
two groups of satellite simulation sampling on HYCOM data. Next, we used the OI
algorithm to transform the satellite along-track data into SSH gridded products. Then,
the eddy identification algorithm was applied to the models and two groups of synthetic
gridded products to obtain eddy datasets. Finally, we evaluated the mapping capability of
HY-2 series satellites on mesoscale eddies by comparing along-track coverage, OI gridded
product precision and the mesoscale eddies identification of two groups of constellations.

https://www.hycom.org/
https://marine.copernicus.eu/
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Figure 1. Workflow of the evaluation methodology. 
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Detailed analysis results of the comparison are shown in Figure 2; the RMS values of the 
DUACS product (Figure 2a) and SLA synthetic product (Figure 2b) are 18.18 cm and 18.28 cm, 
respectively, and the RMSE value between two datasets is 2.2 cm. The difference (Figure 2c) 
between two products is around 0–2 cm on the whole, while it can be as intense as 4–6 cm at 
the transition regions between cold and warm eddies. However, these differences can be ac-
ceptable according to the error budget of DUACS products [2,26]. Generally, our mapping 
procedure can well reflect the SLA field, thus, we can infer that it is equivalent to the interpo-
lation algorithm in the DUACS product. 

Figure 1. Workflow of the evaluation methodology.

2.2.2. Optimal Interpolation

The optimal interpolation (OI) [6] uses minimum variance estimation to organically
integrate observations with error into the background field, in order to obtain an optimized
estimate of the initial value of the model [33]. Specifically, the analyzed value at each
spatial grid is obtained by adding the revised variance to the first guess, and the variance
is weighted by the observations deviation from the background field at a certain range of
grid points. The background error covariance matrix B we used was chosen as follows:

B
[
xi(t1), xj(t2)

]
=
√

BiiBjjexp

{
−

d2
ij

L2
x
− d2

t
L2

t

}
(1)

where i, j = 1, 2, . . . , dim(x); dij is the physical distance between xi and xj; dt = |t1 − t2|;
dt is the time interval between moment t1 and t2; and C = exp

{
−d2

ij/L2
x − d2

t /L2
t

}
refers

to the spatial–temporal correlation. The OI algorithm depends strongly on the smoothing
scales. Thus, the parameters of spatial scalar Lx and temporal scale Lt are tuned so that
the algorithm can produce the minimum RMSE between the gridded products and model
data. Every group of smoothing scales for the reference group and evaluation group at
high, middle and low latitudes is shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Tuned spatial scale Lx and temporal scale Lt for reference groups and evaluation groups at
high, middle and low latitudes. Unit of Lx is km and unit of Lt is day.

Reference Group Evaluation Group

High
Latitudes

Middle
Latitudes

Low
Latitudes

High
Latitudes

Middle
Latitudes

Low
Latitudes

Lx/km 80 100 120 70 90 120
Lt/day 7 7 3 3 3 3

The multi-satellite mapping procedure used in DUACS is OI [25,34]. To confirm the
data merging capability of the OI analysis, we selected January 2019 Kuroshio extension
as the study target, with six altimeters available. The SLA generated by the mapping
procedure was then compared to the DUACS DT2018 product. After sensitivity tests, the
final parameters were chosen to be Lt = 21 days, Lx = 200 km, and r = 0.03, respectively.

Detailed analysis results of the comparison are shown in Figure 2; the RMS values
of the DUACS product (Figure 2a) and SLA synthetic product (Figure 2b) are 18.18 cm
and 18.28 cm, respectively, and the RMSE value between two datasets is 2.2 cm. The
difference (Figure 2c) between two products is around 0–2 cm on the whole, while it can be
as intense as 4–6 cm at the transition regions between cold and warm eddies. However,
these differences can be acceptable according to the error budget of DUACS products [2,26].
Generally, our mapping procedure can well reflect the SLA field, thus, we can infer that it
is equivalent to the interpolation algorithm in the DUACS product.
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Figure 2. January 2019 of (a) DUACS DT2018 sea level anomaly (SLA) products; (b) SLA obtained by
our optimal interpolation (OI) analysis; and (c) differences between two datasets. Unit of SLA in cm.

2.2.3. Eddy Identification Algorithm

Several eddy identification algorithms for mesoscale eddies have been proposed [35–39].
Meng et al. [40] and Escudier et al. [41] compared different eddy identification methods
and concluded that all methods are feasible for identifying mesoscale eddies. Since our goal
is to compare the variance of eddies detected in different datasets, rather than to compare
the differences of the methods themselves, it is sufficient to use the same method operating
on all datasets.

Thus, we choose the eddy identification algorithm from Josué et al. [42]. The identifi-
cation algorithm assumes that eddies can be represented as isolated anisotropic Gaussian
anomalies, so that we can reconstruct the mesoscale eddy field by fitting optimal Gaussian
anomalies to each identified eddy. Once the reconstructed SSH field is obtained, we can
extract eddy kinetic energy from it to identify mesoscale eddies.

3. Results
3.1. Comparing Along-Track Coverage

To assess the observation efficiency of HY-2 series satellites, we analyzed the distance
to the nearest observation of the reference groups and evaluation groups at different
latitudes. The shorter the distance to the nearest observation, the higher the density of
orbital coverage. Generally, the orbital densities of three regions are, in descending order,
high latitudes, middle latitudes and low latitudes. Regarding the spatial distribution of
reference groups, it varies at different latitudes. At high latitudes (Figure 3a), the orbital
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coverage shows a decrease from top to bottom. At middle latitudes (Figure 3d), it is an
hourglass shape, with a lower orbital coverage collected at the left and right edges. At low
latitudes (Figure 3g), the orbital coverage is similar in all locations, except for low values
at the north-west and south-west corners. In evaluation groups, the average distances to
the nearest observation are decreased to 54 km at high latitudes (Figure 3b), 102 km at
middle latitudes (Figure 3e) and 116 km at low latitudes (Figure 3h). The distance decreased
by 43% at high latitudes (Figure 3c), 47% at middle latitudes (Figure 3f) and 35% at low
latitudes (Figure 3i). Compared to the reference groups, it is a significant enhancement in
the observation efficiency of evaluation groups.
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Figure 3. Orbital coverage distribution of reference groups and evaluation groups at (a,b) high
latitudes, (d,e) middle latitudes, and (g,h) low latitudes. The value of each figure is the distance to
the nearest along-track observation, which is used to represent orbital coverage. Time series of daily
orbital coverage of reference groups and evaluation groups at (c) high latitudes, (f) middle latitudes,
and (i) low latitudes. Unit of distance is km and unit of time is day.

It is worth noting that the increase in orbital density may reduce the tuned parameters
in the OI algorithm. As can be seen from Table 2, for the same regions, the correlation
scales of the evaluation groups decrease at both middle and high latitudes. When the
along-ground tracks are sparse, observations cannot be effectively interpolated, which
leads to a reduction in the accuracy of the gridded products. Thus, a suitable increase in
correlation scales would prevent the results from containing fewer observations, improving
the accuracy of the gridded products. However, correlation scales that are too large would
smooth out the gridded products, leaving them lacking details. In summary, the selection
of correlation scales is a compromise between the characteristics of the SSH field and the
sampling capability of altimeter constellation.
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3.2. Comparing OI Gridded Product

We interpolated the altimetry satellite along ground tracks to gridded products by
an OI analysis. Then, we tuned the parameters in the mapping procedure and obtained the
best restoration of the gridded products.

The comparison results of the SSH fields are shown in Figure 4. The differences
between the reference groups and evaluation groups are (Figure 4a) 1.16 cm and (Figure 4b)
1.07 cm at high latitudes; (Figure 4d) 5.04 cm and (Figure 4e) 3.87 cm at middle latitudes;
and (Figure 4g) 1.95 cm and (Figure 4h) 1.75 cm at low latitudes. This indicates that the
evaluation groups have an overall improvement of 8%, 23% and 10% at high, middle and
low latitudes due to the addition of HY-2 series satellites. Similarly, the RMSE values for the
reference groups and evaluation groups are 1.52 cm and 1.40 cm at high latitudes, 8.16 cm
and 6.24 cm at middle latitudes, and 2.57 cm and 2.31 cm at low latitudes, with a difference
of approximately 0.12 cm, 1.92 cm and 0.26 cm, respectively. It is worth noting that the
errors mainly occurred at the transition regions between cold eddies and warm eddies,
and the increase in orbital coverage had a pronounced enhanced effect on areas with high
SSH variability.
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3.3. Comparing Identified Mesoscale Eddies

We applied the eddy identification algorithm to the model and two groups of gridded
SSH products to identify mesoscale eddies at daily intervals. Due to the significant distor-
tion of eddy fields at boundaries, we extended inward the eddy datasets with a scale of 2◦.
The resolution of synthetic data primarily affects eddies’ identification properties [43], thus,
we ensured the same resolution of 0.08◦ × 0.08◦ in detection.

We selected eddy amount, radius and amplitude as the assessment criteria for mesoscale
eddy identification. Eddy amount is defined as the number of mesoscale eddies counted.
To identify only mesoscale eddies, the area of each individual eddy should be less than
the area of a circle with a radius equal to the first baroclinic Rossby radius. Eddy effective
radius is defined as R =

√
S/π and S is the area enclosed by outlines. Eddy amplitude

refers to the level of variation in eddy fluctuations.
It is illustrated in Table 3 that the statistics results of the eddies in the evaluation

groups are similar to the eddies in the reference groups, with a slight improvement in eddy
amount and radius, and poor performance in eddy amplitude. This may be related to
the limited mapping improvement space from three to six satellites [8]. It is worth noting
that the eddy datasets of the gridded SSH field show a serious incorrect estimation of the
amount and radius of eddies at low latitudes. As can be seen from Figure 5c, there are a
large number of smaller mesoscale eddies in the gridded products that are not captured
correctly but over-identified some larger mesoscale eddies. This explains the incorrect
statistical values of eddies at low latitudes.

Table 3. Eddy amount, radius and amplitude for models, reference groups and evaluation groups at
high, middle and low latitudes. Unit of radius is km and unit of amplitude is m.

High Latitudes Middle Latitudes Low Latitudes

Model Reference
Group

Evaluation
Group Model Reference

Group
Evaluation

Group Model Reference
Group

Evaluation
Group

Ed. Amount 114 110 108 291 306 304 117 52 55
Ed. Radius/km 25.10 32.20 32.64 69.04 73.20 72.42 56.19 109.03 104.96

Ed. Amplitude/cm −4.15 −4.67 −4.70 −10.53 −17.64 −21.62 4.26 5.11 4.84

The distribution of the eddy dataset attributes is statistically presented in Figure 5. It
shows that smaller mesoscale eddies dominate high latitudes, with the radius distributed
around 30 km (Figure 5a), while middle and low latitudes achieve a wider radius range
than high latitudes, with the radius up to 140 km and 250 km, respectively (Figure 5b,c). The
eddy amplitudes at high latitudes and low latitudes vary little and are distributed around
5 cm (Figure 5d–f). In contrast, the amplitudes at middle latitudes are more dispersed and
the maximum value can reach 1.2 m (Figure 5e).

The distribution of eddies amount is shown in Figure 6, and the value of each grid rep-
resents the times of eddy identification in this location. High latitudes are distributed with
smaller mesoscale eddies, which are sparse and discrete. Middle latitudes are dominated
by mesoscale eddies throughout the region, which are large in number. While the center of
low latitudes is clustered with eddy swarms, the margins are scattered with few mesoscale
eddies. From the spatial distribution of eddy amount, HY-2 constellation alleviates ed-
dies overestimation at middle latitudes (36–38◦N, 152–154◦E) and low latitudes (6–9◦S,
84–86◦E), as well as eddy underestimation at high latitudes (53–54◦N, 28–29◦W); middle
latitudes (34–35◦N, 152–154◦E); and low latitudes (2–5◦S, 84–87◦E). However, it appears
that there are a large number of small radius mesoscale eddies that are underestimated at
low latitudes.
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Figure 5. Statistical histograms of radius at (a) high latitudes, (b) middle latitudes, and (c) low
latitudes. Statistical histograms of amplitude at (d) high latitudes, (e) middle latitudes, and (f) low
latitudes. Red boxes are for the model datasets, blue boxes for reference groups and green boxes for
evaluation groups. Unit of radius is km and unit of amplitude is m.
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The distribution of eddy radius is shown in Figure 7, and the value of each grid repre-
sents the average eddy radius identified in this location. As can be seen from Figure 7, the
spatial distribution of eddy radius is very well represented at high latitudes. However, for
other regions, in the case of middle latitudes with a similar orbital density to low latitudes,
middle latitudes have better eddy fields, but low latitudes do not reconstruct satisfactory
eddy fields. At low latitudes, the eddy radius in gridded SSH fields is larger than in the
model, indicating that some smaller mesoscale eddies are captured as bigger structures.
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Figure 7. Distribution of eddies radius generated from models, reference groups and evaluation
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The distribution of eddy amplitude is shown in Figure 8, and the value of each grid
represents the average eddy amplitude identified in this location. The spatial distribu-
tion of eddy amplitude variation is well reconstructed at both high latitudes and middle
latitudes, while at low latitudes, both eddy datasets from gridded products are not able
to capture enough eddies with small amplitude. However, the evaluation groups add
more information on the amplitude of the eddy field than the reference groups to alleviate
eddy underestimation.
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4. Discussion

The results demonstrate the differences in the ability of altimetry satellites to improve
the detection of eddies at different latitudes. On the one hand, although high latitudes have
the greatest density of orbital coverage among three regions, it results in some eddies being
underestimated because smaller mesoscale eddies (~30 km) are not easily captured. On the
other hand, low and middle latitudes, where the orbital coverage is similar, produce quite
different results. Specifically, the eddy fields are well identified at middle latitudes, while
serious misidentification occurs at low latitudes, where the number of eddies is halved and
their radius doubled.

To further investigate this problem, we selected several representative examples for
transient observations. Figure 9 shows the eddies detected in three missions at different
latitudes. We used eddies in the models as real eddies to compare the performance of
eddies detected from synthetic SSH fields. A real eddy is considered to be captured if there
is a similar shape and overlapping area to the eddies in the model.
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Figure 9. Examples of eddies identified on models, reference groups and evaluation groups at
(a–c) high latitudes, (d–f) middle latitudes, and (g–i) low latitudes. The background color is from
SSH fields of different datasets on the current day. The centers of eddies detected in model datasets
are shown as black crosses and their contours as thin black lines. The centers of eddies detected in
the reference groups and evaluation groups are black circles and their contours are bold black lines.
Unit of SSH in cm.

The first feature illustrated in the figure is that the differences in orbital coverage
could affect eddy detection. Specifically, both high latitudes and low latitudes have low sea
surface variability and simpler eddy fields, while the orbital coverage at high latitudes is
twice as high as orbital coverage at low latitudes. However, the result is that more than half
of the eddies are correctly identified at high latitudes, with the eddy contours matching well
with the model, but the area of eddies at low latitudes is generally exaggerated, with some
smaller mesoscale eddies being identified as larger structures. The second feature illustrated
in the figure is that the complexity of the eddy fields also affects the eddy identification
results. To be specific, the orbital coverage is similar at middle latitudes and low latitudes,
but due to the complexity of the eddy fields at middle latitudes, which have a higher
number and larger radius of eddies, it instead produces better eddy matching results.

To better reflect the ability to identify real eddies, we analyzed the results of all real
eddies captured from synthetic SSH fields and calculated eddy recognition rates and
accuracy, as shown in Table 4. It can be seen that the eddy recognition rates are similar to
the results obtained in Figure 9, with the highest values at middle latitudes, followed by
high latitudes and finally, low latitudes. Specifically, eddy recognition rates and accuracy at
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middle latitudes are all around 50%, at high latitudes around 30%, while eddy recognition
rates at low latitudes are only around 20% but can reach nearly half in accuracy. Then, we
compared the differences in eddy recognition between the reference groups and evaluation
groups in all regions. We found that under the background of an increase in orbital
coverage of around 40% at three latitudes, the eddy recognition rates of the evaluation
groups improved by 14% and 14% at high and low latitudes, and the accuracy rates of the
evaluation groups improved by 16% and 7% at high and low latitudes.

Table 4. Eddy recognition rates and accuracy for reference groups and evaluation groups in differ-
ent latitudes. Eddy recognition rate is equal to the number of real eddies captured in the gridded
product divided by its total number of eddies, and eddy recognition accuracy is equal to the num-
ber of real eddies captured in the gridded product divided by the total number of eddies in its
corresponding model.

Eddy Recognition Rate/% Eddy Recognition Accuracy/%

High
Latitudes

Middle
Latitudes

Low
Latitudes

High
Latitudes

Middle
Latitudes

Low
Latitudes

Reference Group 30.97 55.35 18.80 31.82 55.87 42.31
Evaluation Group 35.40 52.56 21.37 37.04 55.66 45.45

In summary, it can be seen that the enhancement of eddy detection capability by HY-2
series satellites varies with regions. On the one hand, the orbital coverage is latitudinal
and the enhancement is not equitable. For regions with similar eddy field complexity, such
as the high latitudes and low latitudes in this paper, although they are both dominated
by smaller mesoscale eddies, the probability of eddies being detected is enhanced by the
increased orbital coverage. On the other hand, SSH field variability affects the accuracy
of the eddy identification results. Under the same orbital coverage, such as the middle
latitudes and low latitudes, smaller mesoscale eddies may more easily be distorted into
larger structures by the mapping procedure [43], while the detection of larger mesoscale
eddies is likely to be correctly captured. Thus, the accuracy of eddy detection seems like the
result of a combination of the level of orbital coverage and the complexity of the eddy field.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we analyzed the impact of HY-2 series satellites on the detection of
mesoscale eddies by combining them with Jason-3, Sentinel-3A and Sentinel-3B missions at
three latitude regions. We achieved this through a series of pseudo-observation experiments
based on the geographical and temporal positions of altimetry satellite along ground tracks,
using the outputs from the HYCOM model. Two altimetry satellite combinations were
selected, namely, the reference group in the Jason-3+Sentinel-3A/B configuration and
the evaluation group in the Jason-3+Sentinel-3A/B+HY-2B/C/D configuration. After
generating synthetic SSH maps by an OI procedure, we applied the eddy identification
algorithm to the original model outputs and the gridded products and then compared the
eddy fields characteristics.

The result shows that the addition of HY-2 series satellites reduced the distance to the
nearest observation by approximately 40% in all regions, with the distance to the nearest
observation of 54 km at high latitudes, 102 km at middle latitudes and 116 km at low
latitudes. Compared to the reference groups, the evaluation groups including HY-2 series
satellites can effectively reduce synthetic product differences by 8%, 23% and 10% at high
latitudes, middle latitudes, and low latitudes, which shows a great enhancement of satellite
sampling capability. Moreover, the evaluation groups could alleviate eddy mis-estimation
and add details to the eddy radius and amplitude. By comparing with eddies captured
from model datasets, we found that the eddy recognition rate and accuracy were highest in
the middle latitude regions, with values of around 50%, while the superior ability of HY-2
was demonstrated at high latitudes, with maximum improvements of 14% and 16% in eddy
recognition rate and accuracy. This indicates that the enhancement of the eddy detection
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capability of HY-2 series satellites is not uniform. Both the level of orbital coverage and the
complexity of the eddy field affect the results. Generally speaking, HY-2 series satellites can
effectively improve the mapping capability of mesoscale eddies with a significant increase
in orbital coverage.

This study provides a comprehensive assessment of the ocean observation capability
of the HY-2 series satellites and offers a basis for the future scientific use of the HY-2 satellite
data. However, in this paper, the detection performance of the HY-2 series satellites is only
assessed in terms of mesoscale eddy detection, and the detection capability on the ocean
dynamics environment still deserves further detailed study.
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